[Tissue expansion in head and neck regions].
The Authors describe their experience with the use of 56 tissue expanders implanted in the head and neck regions of 45 patients observed in a follow-up of an average of 25 months. They emphasize the various possibilities of reconstructive surgery with the use of tissue expanders and the different mental approach required in order to organize surgical when this technique is employed. The criteria used in the selection of the type of tissue expanders is outlined and useful advice concerning the formulation of a surgical plan which employs the most favourable approach in making to avoid poor functional or aesthetic results or secondary complications is presented. Furthermore the surgical technique used to obtain adequate pockets for the insertion of tissue expanders in the different anatomical areas of the head and neck is described. The Authors affiem that in order to avoid damage to the surrounding neurovascular structures and to obtain good tissue expansion, the correct level of dissection is imperative. The options of using different anatomical areas during reconstructive surgery are discussed. For example, the insertion of a tissue expander in the forehead permits the availability of a large amount of usable tissue during nasal reconstruction, thus leaving the donor area without tension and with minimal scarring. Many different causes of baldness can be treated with the use of tissue expanders, such as posttraumatic injury, burns or infections. Tissue expansion can be utilized in the cheek area for the reconstruction of the lower eyelids, the paranasal and the mandibular area. Tissue expanders used in the cervical area can be utilized for reconstructive surgery of the lower lip or the mandibular area. In addition, the Authors discuss possible complications of this technique such as infection, suture distension and tissue expander extrusion. Recommendations are discussed in order to prevent these major complications. Having reviewed their personal experience the Authors feel they can confirm the reliability of this revolutionary technique in the field of plastic and reconstructive surgery. The use of tissue expanders permits the surgeon to obtain improved functional and aesthetic results which only a few years ago were not conceivable.